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LASER PULSE SHAPING WITH NONLINEAR MATERIALS

by

James H. Thome and Thomas R. Lcree

ABSTRACT

The intensity-dependent light transmission of nonlinear

optical materials can be used to tailor laser pulse shapes

for CTR applications. Several interesting systems have, been

built and shown to be effective pulf.e shapers. Although pulse

shapes matching any particular ide&l shape for controlled

thermonuclear reactions have not been demonstrated, the poten-

tial for producing such pulses if. clearly evident. Calcula-

tions are presented to show how the optical parameters of the

systems can be adjusted to give a wide variety of pulse shapes.

These devices have response times in the picosecond range and

can, in principle, be modified to operate in any part of the

optical spectrum.

I. INTRODUCTION

To achieve laser produced nuclear fusion, it

appears necessary to control the rate of delivery of
1—3

energy to the target. Raw laser beams have time

evolutions which are far from most theoretical ideal
* * 2

pulse shapes, for example the E(t) » E (t)/(l-t/t.)
° 1 2

which has been used in some calculations. * Figure

1 shows the shape of this theoretical CTR pulse,

with a sharp energy cutoff just before time t, is

reached. Geometric schemes and saturable absorb-

ers ' have been used previously for pulse shaping,

but they are very limited in adjustability and func-

tional Intensity ranges. Neither these methods nor

those put forward in this report deal with the sharp

energy cutoff after the peak has been reached.

We have found considerable pulse-shaping capa-

bility In several devices developed for the purpose

of intensity filtration of 1.06-micron light.

These devices utilize the nonlinear optical re-

sponses of saturable dyes and materials like carbon

disulfide (CS). In one mode of operation, these

intensity filters are set to block low-intensity
Fig. 1. The theoretical pulse ahane required for

laser-driven fusion in Ref. 2.



light but transmit high intensities. The response

time of the filter is fast enough so that this goal

is achieved not only among different pulses but with-

in a given pulse, so that the low-intensity wings of

a single pulse are strongly attenuated in both space

(perpendicular to the beam axis) and time (along the

beam axis). Clearly, this effect allows reshaping

of the pulse, and as these filters ere highly adjust-

able, one has a considerable range of shaping avail-

able.

It is assumed at this point that the shaping of

interest is only narrowing of the raw pulse of light,

and that a discussion of the broadening available

with a high-intensity rejection mode of operation Is

not necessary. He shall analyze two filter configu-

rations that show promise for pulse-shaping appli-

cations.

II. ROTATION FILTER

The optical system of the rotation filter is

shown in Fig. 2. Filtering is achieved by rotation

of elliptically polarized high-intensity light as it

passes through the CS, between crossed linear polar-

izers. Low-Intensity light is not rotated, and

therefore is blocked by the final polarizer. The

Intensity of the light transmitted by this filter 1B
9

given by

I2 - \ (1)

where I. and I, are the incident and transmitted in-

tensities, k Is a constant which depends on the

length and nonlinear refractive Index of the rotat-

ing medium (CS2» in this case), and <f> is the angle

45° 90s

LPI CP.I CS,

of displacement of the final polarizer and 1/8 wave

retarder from the crossed position.

Figure 3 shows the transmission curves of this

filter for various values of the adjustable param-

eters. Rotating the final polarizer a&d retarder

together moves the curve horizontally without distor-

tion (curve B). Rotation of the final polarizer

alone will reduce the depth of modulation (curve C)

until there is 50% transmission for any intensity at

45° of polarizer rotation. Continuing this rotation,

transmission increases, as does modulation, until

curve D is obtained. A device with this transmission

curve is termed a smoothing filter because it reduces

intensity in the hot spots of a laser beam. Curves

intermediate to those shown can be obtained with

intermediate settingst giving continuous tuning of

Che filter through this wide range of transmission

characteristics.

At this point we must consider the nature of

the incident laser pulse. The commonly used T2M

mode has a Gaussian spatial profile which can be

described by

exp(-pi) (2)

where f(t) is a function describing the time evolu-

tion of the pulse, and p is the distance from the

pulse center measured in units of 1/e widths, denoted

R. We will assume a spatially Gaussian input pulse

for the next calculation.

The quantity of interest in CTR is the radiant

flux * transmitted by the filter. This can be ob-

tained by integrating over p to take into account the

variable attenuation of the wings of the Gaussian.

0° -45°

LR,

Fig. 2. Optical train of the rotation filter. LPX and LP2 are polarizer (shown crossed), CPi an4 CP2 are
1/8 wave retardation plates and CS2 is a carbon disulfide cell, kli is the rotation occurring in
the cell. D is the position where a dye cell may be placed to convert to the rotation-dye filter.



Fig. 3.
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Calculated transmission of rotation filter
for various settings of the optical ele-
ments. Curve A, final polarizer and re-
tarder crossed relative to their counter-
parts. Curve B, polarizer and retarder
rotated by 45°. Curve C, polarizer only
rotated. Curve D, polarizer only rotated
by 90*.

Fig. 4. Radiant flux of a Gaussian pulse transmit-
ted by a rotation filter. Horizontal time
axis is marked in units of the Gaussian 1/e
width. For these calculated curves Io - 1.
Curve A, K - 90°, and 4> - 0= Curve B, k »
45°, and (ji - 0°. Curve C, k - 360° and
<t> - 0°. Curve D, k - 90° and <J> - -30°.

00

- vJ rl2 dp - Iof(t) -
sin(klof(t))cos(klof(t) -

+ LIof(t), (3)

where the symbols have been previously defined iu

this section. The last term has been added to ac-

count for leakage of light through the optical sys-

tem. In our experimental system, L - 0.02, but

could have been reduced with higher quality compo-

nents. It should be pointed out that the proauct

(sin x)(cos s) is very small except near x - (2n+l)

ir/8 radians. Consequently, this filter does not

modify the pulse shape at low intensities unless <t>

Is nonzero (initial and final polarizers not cross-

ed). Also note that the peak radiant flux trans-

mission Is never more than w/8; about 39Z.

Figure 4 shows several graphs of Eq. (3) for

various values of k and <ji, assuming a Gaussian time

evolution of the incident light pulse, f(t) - Io

exp(-T ). Ig and R have each been set equal to 1.

It is clear that the pulse shape can be varied over

a considerable range.

An experimental demonstration of shaping on a

•ingle 20 psec pulse la rather difficult, but the

correspondence of theory and experiment may be shown

by using the entire train of mode-locked pulses from

a Nd:YA6 laser. The train consists of 20-psec-long

pulses separated In time by 6 nsec, which is far

longer than the recovery time of the rotation filter.

The envelope of the yilse train is very nearly Gaus-

sian, as shown In the experimental plot of Fig. 5.

With the rotation filter adjusted to k - 45°

and <J> • 0, the experimental data of Fig. 6 are ob-

tained. Experimental limitations of the detectors

prevented taking low-intensity data, but in the ac-

cessible range the agreement with the predicted curve

is good.

Unfortunately, the rotation filter does not have

a dramatic enough response to produce a good match

for the leading edge pulse shape shown in Fig. 1.

It was suggested that a pulse that was initially

Lorentzian in time would -tault in a sharper output

pulse, but as shown in Fig..7 this does not seem to

be true. The only attribute gained in this calcula-

tion is the concave upward shape of some of the out-

put curves.
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Fig. 5. Gaussian nature of a pulse train envelope;

demonstrated by the straight line resulting
from a plot of the natural log of experi-
mental pulse intensities plotted against
their -time of arrival as measured from the
center of the envelope.

Fig. 6. Radiant flux transmission of rotation fil-
ter showing predicted curve (solid line),
transmitted pulses (circles), and attenu-
ated incident pulses of two pulse trains
(crosses).

Fig. 7. Calculated radiant flux transmission of a
rotation filter with a Lorentzian incident
pulse. Curve A, k - 90° and ij) • 0. Curve
B, k - 90° and $ - 30°. Curve C, k - 90°
and <j> - -30°. Curve D, no rotation filter,
pure Lorentzian times 0.001.

III. ROTATION-DYE FILTER

The increased intensity response required can

be obtained by inserting a cell filled with a satur-

able dye at point Q in the opticel train of rig. 1.

The intensity-filtering characteristics are greatly
a

improved and pulse shapes appear to approach those

theoretically required for CTR. We havi termed this

device the rotation-dye filter. Mild self-focusing

(but not self-trapping) occurs in the CS,. Intense

pulses are brought to a focal point at the dye cell

where their bleaching ability (and transmission) is

greatly enhanced by the focuclng. Low-intensity

light is not focused and is severely attenuated by

the dye.

Figure 8 shows the radiant ilux transmission of

this filter. It can be observed that the pulse

train envelopes are narrowed considerably and that

the slope of the curve has beti increased. Again,

the limited dynamic range of the detection system

precludes measurements over more than two orders of

magnitude.

To compensate for the experimental difficulties,

one would like to develop the theory of this device

to the point where useful predictions of pulse shap-

ing coulc be made, but the rotation-dye system does

not lend ltseli; to simple mathematical modeling.

Saturable dyes are normally modeled by a time-
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Fig. 8. Radiant flux transmission of a rotation-dye
filter. Circles and crosses represent flux
transmission of two different pulse trains.
Dots represent the attenuated input pulses
of the trains, showing the unfiltered en-
velope width.

consuming, iterative computer code, and this is

further complicated by the geometry o± nelf-focusing

in the CS,. However, at low intensities the dye

will obey Beer's Law (no intensity dependence) and

self-focusing will be negligible. The radiant flux

output $' of the rotation-dye system will then be

given by

*' - A * <*>

where A is the transmission of the dye at low-light

levels, and * is given by Eq. (3).

If we assume the high-intensity portion of the

laser pulse completely bleaches the dye, then

*' - *. (5)

If the dye bleaches smoothly over the Intensities

between these extremes, we may extrapolate the curve

between them.

The resulting curve is shown in Fig. 9. This

curve can probably be taken a little more seriously

than the crude splicing methods would seem to jus-

tify because of the wide range over which the opti-

cal parameter* ; £ the device can be varied, allowing

defects to be corrected. With the dye cell, we now

have two additional sensitive parameters, cell posi-

tion and dye concentration. Positioning changes the

Fig. 9. Estimated transmission of rotation-dye fil-
ter over an extended range of intensities
(solid line). Bleached dye curve (upper
dashed line), and unbleached dye curve
(lower dbshed line).

range of intensities over which bleaching occurs,

and concentration determines the bleaching onset in-

tensity and the low-level light transmission. In

additiont the usual adjustment parameters of the

simple rotation filter are still all in effect. No

prolonged attempt hac been made to adjust all of the

parameters to achieve the CTR pulse of Fig. 1, but

Fig. 9 indicates that the proper slope and curvature

can probably be achieved.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Intensity filters have been shown to have def-

inite pulse shaping capabilities. The rotation-dye

filter appears to be capable of shaping Gaussian

pulses to match almost any suitable pulse shape for

fusion. These filters are adjustable over wide

ranges so that pulse shapes can be easily tailored.

Continuous adjustability slightly away from the pre-

dicted ideal CTR pulse shape may prove important if

amplifier saturation and intensity-dependent anoma-

lous absorption must be compensated for in real sys-

tems.



In principle, these filters will operate at any

wavelength. In practice, suitable polarizers, re-

tarders, and dyes must be found for the desired wave-

length. These components are available for the vis-

ible, UV, and near IR portions of the spectrum. The

filters will operate at any speed down to the re-

sponse time of the dye (8 psec for Eastman 9740 mode-

locking dye for 1.06 ym light). They will probably

operate on even shorter time scales, but with re-

duced efficiency.

It is clear that considerably more experimental

and theoretical work needs to be done in this area,

but it is hoped that this report points out the po-

tential and versatility of intensity filters used as

pulse shapers.
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